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Abstract:
The sequential activation of up to 4 CH4 molecules by Ir+ is investigated through a gasphase infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) experiment and theoretical calculations. A
molecular beam apparatus was used to generate Ir+ by laser ablation and expose it to controlled
amounts of CH4. Product ions were irradiated with IR light from a free electron laser over the 500
– 1800 cm-1 spectral range and photodissociation was monitored using a time-of-flight mass
spectrometer. Experimental spectra were obtained for five distinct species: [Ir,3C,8H]+,
[Ir,3C,10H]+, [Ir,4C,10H]+, [Ir,4C,12H]+, and [Ir,O,3C,12H]+. To identify these species,
B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD geometry optimizations were performed on a variety of possible structures,
with computed IR spectra compared to the experimental IRMPD spectra. This has led to the
following assignments: [Ir,3C,8H]+ = IrCH2(CH3)2+, [Ir,3C,10H]+ = HIr(CH3)3+, [Ir,4C,10H]+ =
Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+, [Ir,4C,12H]+ = a mixture of HIr(CH3)(C2H4)+(CH4), HIr(CH3)2(C2H5)+,
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Ir(CH3)4+, and (H2)Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+, and [Ir,O,3C,12H]+ = (H2O)HIr(CH3)3+. Notably, strong
evidence for C-C coupling is observed upon reaction with a fourth methane. Mechanisms for the
formation of the observed products were also explored computationally by examining the reaction
coordinate pathways for the reactions of methane with HIrCH+, IrCH2+, Ir(CH3)2+, HIrCH2(CH3)+,
HIr(CH3)3+, and IrCH2(CH3)2+.
Keywords: methane activation; infrared multiple photon dissociation; iridium; carboncarbon coupling; dehydrogenation; reaction coordinate pathway
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1. Introduction
The natural abundance of small alkanes coupled with both the demand for and finite supply
of fossil fuels has provided the foundation for great interest in the catalytic activation of
hydrocarbons by transition metals [1]. By examining these processes in the gas-phase, the
fundamental steps that make up such catalytic activity can be explored at their most basic level,
with particularly notable contributions by Schwarz [2,3]. Such gas-phase work can provide a
foundation to elucidate periodic trends, reaction efficiencies, and reaction pathways [2-5].
Armentrout has recently reviewed experimental results examining periodic trends in the
reaction of methane with atomic 5d transition-metal cations, including detailed reaction energetics
[5]. Among these results, the reaction of Ir+ + CH4 is highly efficient as characterized in a number
of experimental studies including Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) mass
spectrometry [6,7], guided ion beam tandem mass spectrometry (GIBMS) [8], and inductively
coupled plasma/selected ion flow tube (ICP/SIFT) mass spectrometry [9]. GIBMS studies report
reaction efficiencies of 99 ± 20% (CH4) [8] compared to the Langevin-Gioumousis-Stevenson
(LGS) collision rate [10], similar to that of Os+ (100 ± 20%) [11] and double that of Pt+ (50 ± 10%)
[12]. The FTICR [6,7] and ICP/SIFT [9] studies reported efficiencies for methane activation by
Ir+ of 71 ± 25 % and 100 ± 30 %, respectively.
Despite extensive work on the activation of methane by atomic transition metal cations,
the structural characterization of the products formed in these reactions is limited within the
literature. Previously, Lapoutre et al. investigated the [M,C,2H]+ products formed by the reaction
of M+ + CH4, where M = Ta, W, Ir, and Pt, using infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD)
spectroscopy [13]. This IRMPD spectroscopy study was performed with a molecular beam
apparatus and irradiation from the Free-Electron Laser for IntraCavity Experiments (FELICE)
beamline at the Free-Electron Lasers for Infrared eXperiments (FELIX) laboratory [14]. By
comparing experimental spectra of these species with vibrational spectra generated from
theoretical calculations, structures of the [M,C,2H]+ ions could be identified. Only the [Pt,C,2H]+
species spectrum was assigned solely to the classic C2v carbene structure. The [Ta,C,2H]+ and
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[W,C,2H]+ species exhibit distorted carbene structures resulting from agostic interactions. The
[Ir,C,2H]+ product showed evidence of multiple structures, consistent with B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD
theoretical calculations that indicate two products can be formed exothermically by reaction of Ir+
with CH4. The 1A′ carbyne hydride, HIrCH+, is the ground state structure and its spectrum
dominated the experimental spectrum. Contributions were also evident from the 3A2 C2v carbene,
IrCH2+, 0.25 eV higher in energy but still 0.58 eV lower in energy than the Ir+ (5F) + CH4 reactants.
Notably, both products are formed in reactions that do not conserve spin. Verification of these
assignments has been achieved by examination of the analogous perdeuterated species, [M,C,2D]+,
where the importance of including rotational band structure to reproduce the experiment was also
demonstrated [15]. Extensions of this work now confirm that the [Os,C,2H]+ species formed in
methane activation by Os+ also has the carbyne hydride structure, but now with no indications of
carbene present [16].
There are a greater number of studies within the literature that investigate vibrational
spectroscopy of atomic metal and small metal cluster cations complexed with methane: Li+(CH4)19

and Li+(CH4)Ar1-6 [17,18], Al+(CH4)1-6 [19], Mn+(CH4)1-6 [20], Fe+(CH4)1-4 [21], Fe2+(CH4)1-3

[22], Co+(CH4)1-4 [23], Ni+(CH4)1-4 [23], Cu+(CH4)1-6 [24], Ag+(CH4)1-6 [24], and Pt3-5+(CH4)(Ar)
[25]. In all of these cases, the methane ligands are intact and no C-H bond activation has occurred.
A recent study reports evidence for the formation of H-Au2-4+-CH3 upon reacting with Au2-4+
clusters with methane at room temperature, although methane adducts remain the dominant species
formed [26].
In a study parallel to the present investigation, the sequential activation of multiple methane
molecules by Pt+ was examined by IRMPD spectroscopy using a molecular beam apparatus
coupled to the conventional FELIX beamline [27]. Comparisons between computational and
experimental IR spectra indicated that Pt+ was capable of activating two methane molecules.
Although only a single dehydrogenation takes place in the formation of PtCH2+, IRMPD results
show that PtCH2+ activates a second CH4 molecule to form Pt(CH3)2+, which could then coordinate
with two more intact CH4 ligands. These results are consistent with previous FTICR results [6]
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that show that Pt+ rapidly reacts with only a single CH4 molecule. In contrast, FTICR results find
that Ir+ undergoes two fast reactions with methane and up to three total reactions to give
[Ir,3C,6H]+ + 3 H2 [6]. Because the previous IRMPD studies show that [Pt,C,2H]+ and [Ir,C,2H]+
have different structures, this change in sequential reactivity could be a consequence of the
different structural precursors. It is the purpose of the present study to examine the sequential
reactions of Ir+ with multiple CH4 molecules, using IRMPD spectroscopy and the same
experimental setup as the previous work on the Pt+ system. Structures associated with the
sequential reactions of Ir+ and three and four molecules of CH4 are assigned along with that for a
serendipitously produced water complex. The present work also offers theoretical insight into the
reaction mechanisms that are required for the formation of the assigned product structures.

2. Experimental and Computational Methods
2.1. Experiment
The experiments performed here used a molecular beam apparatus, previously described
[28], coupled to the conventional IR [29] beam line at FELIX. A brief description of the
experimental setup follows. Ir+ ions were generated by ablating an Ir sample using the second
harmonic of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser. A pulse of helium cooled the ions and transported the beam
through a 3 mm diameter and 60 mm long channel. Further downstream, the reactant gas was
introduced into the molecular beam as a methane/helium mixture (~1:5), which led to reactions of
CH4 molecules with Ir+. The extent of reaction between CH4 and Ir+ was manipulated by varying
the length of the reactant CH4 gas pulse. The reactive mixture containing [Ir,xC,yH]+ products,
was expanded into vacuum forming a molecular beam that was collimated by a 2 mm diameter
skimmer and then a 1 mm diameter aperture, both of which were electrically grounded. The
aperture effectively shaped the molecular beam for maximum interaction with IR laser pulses from
the FELIX beamline on alternate pulses. All ions formed in the source and product ions resulting
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from irradiation were extracted into an orthogonal reflectron time-of-flight (RTOF) mass
spectrometer (mass resolution ~ 1700) [28] and detected with a microchannel plate detector.
Irradiation from FELIX used macropulses of 10 μs with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The
macropulses can reach a power of 100 mJ and were composed of picosecond long pulses spaced
by 1 ns with a bandwidth that is adjustable to 0.2 – 1.0 % root-mean-square of the selected
frequency. An important difference between FELIX and FELICE is the macropulse power, where
FELICE can reach power levels of 2 J in the laser cavity [29].
Two sets of mass spectra were generated: without and with IR exposure, from which mass
channel intensities Iref and Isig(v), respectively, were extracted. The spectral responses of mass
channels of interest were interpreted in two distinct modes: depletion and growth. The depletion
yield was calculated by taking the negative logarithm of Isig(v)/Iref at the same mass-to-charge ratio
(m/z) and is proportional to the cross section for photodissociation [30]. The growth yield was
obtained from -ln[Isig,P/(Isig,P + Isig,F – Iref,F)] where P represents precursor ions and F are fragment
ions. For both depletion and growth modes, the obtained yields were corrected for laser power
fluctuations and the wavelength was calibrated using a grating spectrometer.

2.2 Quantum Chemical Calculations
In the present study, structural elucidation is achieved through comparisons of
experimental spectra with vibrational frequencies calculated for likely structures using density
functional theory (DFT). The present work utilized Gaussian09 [31] for all quantum chemical
calculations, which were performed on the workstations of the Center for High Performance
Computing (CHPC) at the University of Utah. The current results utilized the same approach as
some of the previous IRMPD study of Pt+ + x CH4/CD4 reactions [27] and a similar approach as
that of Lapoutre et al. [13] in their IRMPD study of the 5d transition metal M+ + CH4 reactions.
Geometry optimizations were performed with the B3LYP hybrid functional [32,33] and the def2TZVPPD basis set [34], which is a balanced triple-ζ valence basis set with double polarization and
diffuse functions on all elements. The Stuttgart-Dresden small-core effective core potential (ECP),
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commonly abbreviated SDD, was used for the Ir atom [34], so that its 5s, 5p, 6s, 6p, and 5d
electrons are explicitly treated. Additional single point energy calculations were performed at the
MP2(full)/def2-TZVPPD level of theory (where full indicates all electrons are included in the
correlation) using the B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD optimized geometries. All reported single point
energies include corrections for zero-point energies (with frequencies scaled by 0.9885) [35].
Future references within the text to these B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD and MP2(full)/def2TZVPPD//B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD single point energies will be abbreviated as B3LYP and MP2,
respectively.
Comparisons between experimental and theoretically generated spectra occur after
convoluting the theoretical spectra with a Gaussian line shape having a width of 20 cm-1 (fwhm ≈
50 cm-1). The theoretical frequencies were scaled to help account for deficiencies in the calculated
vibrations, anharmonicities, and multiphoton effects. In previous work, FELICE results for
[Ir,C,2H]+ used a scaling factor of 0.939 [13], whereas the Pt+ + x CH4, x = 1 – 4, FELIX study
used a scaling factor of 0.983 to get the best overlap with theoretical results [27]. The present work
favors a scaling factor of 0.955 to most effectively reproduce the experimental spectra.
Comparison of the experimental and theoretical spectra provides tentative assignments of
the structures of several species, as described below. Validation of these assignments can be
accomplished by understanding the processes required for forming these products. Therefore,
reaction coordinate pathways (RCPs) were calculated to elucidate the processes required for
formation of the assigned structures of the experimental spectra. These reaction pathways used
B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD geometry optimizations and zero-point energy corrected B3LYP and MP2
single point energies with the def2-TZVPPD basis set. These were calculated for both singlet and
triplet surfaces, whereas quintet spin RCPs were not investigated because of the much higher
energies associated with these species.
All energy values within this work are reported at 0 K, consistent with previous IRMPD
work [13,15,16,27]. To verify that relative 298 K Gibbs energies should not differ significantly
from these values, the Gibbs energies for five [Ir,3C,10H]+ isomers were explicitly calculated.
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These results showed that relative 298 K Gibbs energies do not change the energetic order, with
values changing by only 0.02 – 0.10 eV.

3. Experimental Results
The reaction of Ir+ + x CH4, where x = 1 – 4, produces a number of different product ions.
Assignment of the various m/z peaks is complicated by the isotopic distribution of Ir, which has
isotopes at 191 (37.3%) and 193 (62.7%) [36]. Contributions from 13C species are not considered
in the present analysis because even for the reaction of Ir+ with 4 CH4, the likelihood of 0, 1, 2, 3,
and 4 13C species is 96.1, 3.9, and < 0.01 %, respectively. An example mass spectrum of the Ir+ +
x CH4 products with and without exposure to 1015 cm-1 irradiation is shown in Fig. 1. A list of
likely molecular formulas for all observed mass channels can be found in Table S1.
Assignment of these mass spectral peaks can be achieved through knowledge of the
isotopic distribution coupled with verification by the spectroscopic results and reaction pathways.
In Fig. 1, there are 3 distinct groups of peaks that are populated by products of the Ir+ + x CH4
reactions, where x = 2 – 4. Minor amounts of [Ir,C,2H]+, m/z = 205 and 207, were observed but
show no noticeable growth or depletion associated with FEL exposure over the explored
wavelength range. The x = 2 group of products has m/z peaks at 219, 221, and 223. The 223 m/z
channel is composed solely of the [193Ir,2C,6H]+ species corresponding to a single
dehydrogenation of two methane molecules. The 221 m/z channel has a mixture of the
[191Ir,2C,6H]+ and [193Ir,2C,4H]+ species and the m/z 219 channel is solely composed of the
[191Ir,2C,4H]+ species, which represents a double dehydrogenation process that is about 1.5 times
as intense as the single dehydrogenation process. The x = 3 group of peaks without irradiation also
appears as a triplet at m/z 235, 237, and 239, again associated with both single and double
dehydrogenation. Unlike the less intense x = 2 group, the intensities suggest that the single
dehydrogenation dominates over the double dehydrogenation, but only by a 6:5 ratio. The m/z 239
channel is composed of the [193Ir,3C,10H]+ species; the m/z 237 channel is a mixture of the
[191Ir,3C,10H]+ and [193Ir,3C,8H]+ species in about a 5:7 ratio; and the m/z 235 channel is
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composed dominantly by the [191Ir,3C,8H]+ species. Finally, the x = 4 group without irradiation
also has a triplet of masses at m/z 249, 251, and 253, with small peaks at m/z 255 and 257. The
isotopic ratios allow the following assignments: m/z 253 = [193Ir,4C,12H]+ (minor amount of
[191Ir,4C,14H]+), 251 = [191Ir,4C,12H]+ and [193Ir,4C,10H]+, and 249 = [191Ir,4C,10H]+. Note that
the dominant reactions here are double and triple dehydrogenations of four methane molecules, in
a ratio of 1:2.2. The small peaks observed at m/z 255 and 257 are attributed to a small water
contaminant within the system for both masses: 257 = [193Ir,O,3C,12H]+ and 255 =
[191Ir,O,3C,12H]+ along with some minor contribution from the [193Ir,4C,14H]+ species, the single
dehydrogenation product. This contribution is needed to explain why m/z 255 has a higher intensity
than m/z 257. Low intensity products were also observed in the x = 5 m/z range but were not been
investigated further in the current work because of mass overlap and additional water
contamination.
Depletion and growth yields for the aforementioned x = 2 – 4 products can be seen in the
Supporting Information, Figs. S1 – S4, along with further discussion on how elemental
compositions were assigned on the basis of isotopic distributions. Table S2 of the Supporting
Information lists the processes observed and the possible pathways for these processes. From this
analysis, we conclude that spectra could be obtained for five unique molecular species. Depletion
spectra obtained for m/z 239, 253, and 257 correspond to [193Ir,3C,10H]+, [193Ir,4C,12H]+, and
[193Ir,O,3C,12H]+ molecular species, respectively. Growth spectra are also examined for the m/z
219 and 233 channels and can be attributed to CH4 loss from [191Ir,3C,8H]+ (m/z 235) and
[191Ir,4C,10H]+ (m/z 249), respectively. The growth spectrum for m/z 247 (dehydrogenation of m/z
249) may be used interchangeably with the m/z 233 spectrum but has increased noise. The m/z 231
channel was not explored further because it can be assigned to minor secondary dissociation
process from either m/z 233 or 247, Table S2.

4. Comparisons of Theoretical Results to Experimental Spectra
Structures for the five species of interest were explored theoretically for spin multiplicities
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of 1, 3, and 5 (only 1 for [Ir,O,3C,12H]+) to ensure a thorough investigation of possible isomers.
In general, the most stable systems have several covalent bonds formed through the activation of
CH4, and therefore have spin multiplicities of 1, whereas the 3 and 5 multiplicity counterparts are
typically higher in energy. In a few instances (specifically mentioned below), calculations from
the current work were unable to find stable geometries for a specific spin multiplicity despite our
best efforts.

4.1. Spectrum and Structures of [Ir,3C,10H]+
The depletion spectrum of the m/z 239 channel and the growth spectrum of the m/z 223
channel are nearly identical, indicating that m/z 239 loses a methane molecule to form m/z 223.
Thus, these spectra correspond to a species with the molecular formula [193Ir,3C,10H]+ in which a
single dehydrogenation of three methane molecules has occurred. The m/z 239 channel is a clean
experimental spectrum originating from a single Ir isotope. Forty unique isomers (fifteen different
structural motifs) were examined computationally for comparison with the experimental spectrum.
Table 1 provides a list of the relative energies of all structures in Fig. 2, whereas a more
comprehensive list of relative energies can be found in Table S3 of the Supporting Information.
These structures have a variety of binding motifs including activation of all three CH4 molecules:
HIr(CH3)3+_trans, HIr(CH3)3+_cis, and (H)2IrCH2(CH3)2+. Relative energy comparisons suggest
that the HIr(CH3)3+_trans structure is the ground structure (GS) for B3LYP calculations and is 0.07
eV above the MP2 GS. The “trans” designation specifies the orientation of the methyl groups and
has three H-Ir-C-H dihedral angles of 180º; the “cis” configuration (at 0.29/0.12 eV) has dihedral
angles of 0º. Additional binding motifs include formation of C-C bonds in seven unique structures
with (H)2Ir(C2H4)+(CH4) being the GS for MP2 calculations (0.18 eV above the B3LYP GS). In
Table S3, both (H)2Ir(CHCH3)+(CH4) and HIrC2H5+(CH4) are less than 0.5 eV above the GS for
both B3LYP (0.41 and 0.49 eV) and MP2 (0.45 and 0.22 eV). Additional structures in which two
CH4

molecules

are

activated

include

HIrCH2(CH3)+(CH4),

Ir(CH3)2+(CH4),

and

(H)2IrCH(CH3)+(CH4). Finally, the activation of a single CH4 molecule by Ir+ is found in the
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IrCH2+(CH4)2 and HIrCH+(CH4)2 structures. There were two structures for which triplet and/or
quintet spin states were located, but a stable singlet intermediate was not found. The
Ir(CH3)2+(CH4) singlet species collapses to HIr(CH3)3+ and the Ir+(CH4)(C2H6) singlet structure
could not be optimized.
The experimental depletion spectrum for [193Ir,3C 10H]+ is shown in Fig. 2a, where it is
compared with B3LYP calculated spectra for select low-lying isomers. Fig. S5 shows comparisons
to all isomers located. The experimental spectrum has prominent bands at 790, 1205, and 1355
cm-1 (the high-frequency scatter is considered as baseline, where experimental noise is amplified
by the power correction). Three of the calculated spectra agree particularly well with the
experimental spectrum: the singlet HIr(CH3)3+, both trans and cis, and the triplet Ir(CH3)2+(CH4)
structure, which is much higher in energy (1.43/2.30 eV above the GS for B3LYP/MP2 results).
The HIr(CH3)3+_trans structure, the B3LYP GS, has predicted bands at 792, 1206, 1343 cm-1.
These reproduce the three main bands observed in the experimental spectrum including their
relative intensities. The spectrum for the HIr(CH3)3+_cis species is similar to that of the
HIr(CH3)3+_trans spectrum except for the low energy band (815 cm-1), which is clearly blue-shifted
compared with experiment. The predicted spectrum of the lowest-lying triplet species,
Ir(CH3)2+(CH4), is also in reasonable agreement with the experimental spectrum, although the
bands at 1186 and 1322 cm-1 do not agree with experiment as well as the HIr(CH3)3+_trans GS.
Two other low-energy structures, including the (H)2Ir(C2H4)+(CH4) MP2 GS, show significant
differences with the observed spectrum, ruling out contributions from these species. On the basis
of these comparisons, we assign the observed spectrum for [Ir,3C,10H]+ to the HIr(CH3)3+_trans
GS.

4.2. Spectrum and Structures of [Ir,3C,8H]+
Growth in the m/z 219 channel is attributed to loss of CH4 from [191Ir,3C,8H]+, a product
resulting from the elimination of two H2 molecules upon activating three methane molecules. The
depletion spectrum associated with the m/z 235 precursor is not useful for comparison because
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there are signs of both depletion and growth modes, Fig. S2. The relative energies for 27 unique
geometries and spin states in 10 structural motifs for [Ir,3C,8H]+ can be found in Table S4. The
most relevant are shown in Fig. 2b with energies in Table 1. Here, the GS is the singlet
HIrCH3(C2H4)+ species for both B3LYP and MP2 calculations. The next lowest energy structure
is similar to the GS and involves rearrangement of the ethene group to an ethylidene,
HIrCH3(CHCH3)+ (0.09/0.38 eV above the GS).
The experimental spectrum of [191Ir,3C,8H]+ is shown along with select singlet state theoretical
spectra (and their associated structures) in Fig. 2b. Fig. S6 shows comparisons to all isomers and
spin states located, where none of the additional species agree better with experiment than any of
those shown in Fig. 2b. Among these, the spectrum for IrCH2(CH3)2+ does the best job of
reproducing the experimental spectrum (although the relative intensities are not predicted well).
This structure reproduces a key feature of this spectrum, the peak located at 965 cm-1, which is
absent from the [193Ir,3C,10H]+ spectra. For the IrCH2(CH3)2+ species, this is the out-of-plane
wagging motion of the Ir+-CH2 moiety. The broad peak between 1200 and 1400 cm-1 could be
evidence for population of a second structure (perhaps contributions from the HIrCH3(C2H4)+ or
Ir(CH2)2+(CH4) species); however, broadening of the 1210, 1340, and 1380 cm-1 group of peaks
for IrCH2(CH3)2+ could also describe the broad feature. The other two species included in Fig. 2b,
HIrCH3(CHCH3)+ and HIrCH2(C2H5)+, have peaks that are inconsistent with the observed
spectrum and hence do not appear to contribute.

4.3. Reaction Coordinate Pathways for the Reaction of Ir+ with 2 CH4
In order to investigate the formation of the products assigned to the [Ir,3C,10H]+ and
[Ir,3C,8H]+, we have examined the sequential reactions of x CH4 molecules with Ir+. The initial
Ir+ (5F) + CH4 reaction may yield both the HIrCH+ (1Aʹ) + H2 and IrCH2+ (3A2) + H2 products, as
previously demonstrated spectroscopically by Lapoutre et al. [13] No evidence for the higher
energy alternate spin states, HIrCH+ (3Aʹ) or IrCH2+ (1A1), was observed in that work.
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Nevertheless, pathways starting from both singlet and triplet forms of the Ir-carbene and Ir-carbyne
hydride cation species were explored with relative energies listed in Table 2.
The B3LYP RCPs of HIrCH+ (1Aʹ,3Aʹ) reacting with CH4 can be found in Fig. 3 with
structures shown in Fig. 4 (singlet). Structures of the triplet species can be found in Fig. S7. Both
reactions start by forming a HIrCH+(CH4) intermediate, 1INT1 and 3INT1. On the singlet surface,
1

INT1 has two pathways available that allow for HIrCH2(CH3)+ (1INT3) formation. The lowest

energy pathway activates a C-H bond of methane via 1TS1/2 to form the (H)2IrCH(CH3)+ species,
1

INT2. Subsequent transfer of a hydrogen atom from Ir to the CH ligand via 1TS2/3 forms 1INT3,

which lies 2.40/3.46 eV (B3LYP/MP2) lower in energy than the Ir+ + 2 CH4 starting reactants.
Alternatively, 1INT1 can transform directly to 1INT3 via 1TS1/3, in which a CH bond of methane
adds across the Ir-CH bond. This barrier is 0.06/2.02 eV lower in energy than the starting reactants,
but ~0.9 eV above 1TS1/2. Note that B3LYP results put 1INT3 0.65 eV below 1INT1, whereas
MP2 results predict the opposite, with 1INT1 favored by 0.28 eV. Further rearrangement of 1INT3
can occur to form the Ir-dimethyl species, 1INT4, through 1TS3/4 corresponding to transfer of the
H atom from the Ir to the carbene. The 1INT4 intermediate is higher in energy than 1INT3
(0.73/1.48 eV) and therefore less likely to be formed. Fig. 3 also shows that 1INT3 can be formed
directly by CH bond activation of methane by the IrCH2+ (1Aʹ) species, a process that is barrierless
because Ir has an empty orbital that can accept electron density from the CH bond. This process is
unlikely to be important in our experiment as formation of the IrCH2+ (1A1) reactant is endothermic
with respect to the Ir+ + CH4 ground state precursors.
Dehydrogenation pathways that lead to the formation of IrCH(CH3)+ and Ir(CH2)2+
products were also investigated. The former product can be formed from 1INT2 by forming a H-H
bond in 1TS2/5, which leads to (H2)IrCH(CH3)+, 1INT5. Removal of the bound H2 molecule occurs
via a loose transition state and requires 0.62/0.81 eV of energy from 1INT5, overall a reaction that
is exothermic by 0.66/2.61 eV. Formation of the Ir(CH2)2+ product involves the transfer of a methyl
hydrogen atom from 1INT3 through 1TS3/6 and forms (H)2Ir(CH2)2+, 1INT6. Formation of a H-H
bond from 1INT6 occurs via 1TS6/7 and leads to (H2)Ir(CH2)2+, 1INT7. Again, removal of the H2
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molecule occurs through a loose transition state that is 0.30/0.45 eV higher in energy, but with an
overall exothermicity of 0.94/2.21 eV.
On the triplet surface, Fig. 3b, IrCH2+ (3A2) reacts with CH4 to form the IrCH2+(CH4)
adduct, 3INT8. From 3INT8, a pathway is available through 3TS8/3 to form the triplet state of
HIrCH2(CH3)+, 3INT3. From here, a relatively low energy pathway exists for hydrogen atom
transfer from Ir to CH2 to form the triplet iridium dimethyl cation, Ir(CH3)2+ 3INT4, (about 2 eV
below reactants at both B3LYP and MP2 levels, Table 2). 3INT4 is the lowest energy species along
the triplet surface, but still lies 0.49/1.35 eV above 1INT3. As noted above, no evidence for the
formation of HIrCH+ (3Aʹ) was observed spectroscopically, such that its further reaction with
methane is unlikely to be influential in the present study. Indeed, the surface shown in Fig. 3 shows
that 3TS1/2 is even higher in energy than this reactant, such that it would not activate another CH4
even if it were formed.
Overall, the RCPs of Fig. 3 suggest that single dehydrogenation products from reaction of
Ir+ with two methanes are likely to be dominated by HIrCH2(CH3)+ (1INT3) and Ir(CH3)2+ (3INT4),
where the latter species would be a minor contributor because its triplet precursor is a minor
product. Double dehydrogenation products on the singlet surface are also energetically accessible
and these pathways seem likely to form Ir(CH2)2+ and IrCH(CH3)+.

4.4. Reaction Coordinate Pathways for the Reaction of Ir+ with 3 CH4
The singlet RCP for addition of a third methane to the iridium cation is shown in Fig. 5
with structures in Fig. 6. (Triplet surfaces and structures can be found in Figs. S8 and S9,
respectively.) Relative energies are listed in Table 3 for both the singlet and triplet surfaces. These
RCPs react methane with the likely products from Fig. 3, identified above. Along the singlet
surface, CH4 coordinates with HIrCH2(CH3)+ (1INT3) and forms 1INT9, HIrCH2(CH3)+(CH4),
which has an energy of -2.77/-4.28 eV relative to Ir+ + 3 CH4 reactants. From here, there are two
pathways leading to formation of HIr(CH3)3+_trans, 1INT11a. The transfer of a H atom from the
CH4 ligand to the Ir atom occurs through 1TS9/10 and leads to a shallow well associated with
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1

INT10, (H)2IrCH2(CH3)2+, which is only 0.02/0.03 eV lower than 1TS9/10. A second hydrogen

transfer from the Ir to the carbene occurs by 1TS10/11 and is higher in energy than 1INT10 by
0.29/0.49 eV. The alternative pathway involves the direct hydrogen atom transfer from the CH4
group to the carbene via 1TS9/11. These pathways are energetically competitive with rate limiting
steps differing by only 0.01/0.02 eV. Notably, 1INT11a is the lowest energy species on both the
singlet and triplet surfaces, consistent with its spectroscopic identification as the [Ir,3C,10H]+
species. Furthermore, Fig. 5 shows that 1INT11a formation from Ir+ (5F) + 3 CH4 reactants is
exothermic (by 3.68/4.96 eV) with no barriers in excess of the reactants.
Two competitive pathways are observed for the formation of the doubly dehydrogenated
IrCH2(CH3)2+ species. The lower energy pathway starts with 1INT11a and proceeds through
1

TS11/12 to form 1INT12, (H2)IrCH2(CH3)2+. This occurs through H-H bond formation between

the metal-hydride and a hydrogen atom from one of the three methyl groups. Alternatively, 1INT12
can be formed directly from 1INT10 via 1TS10/12, but this TS is only 0.13/0.00 eV higher in
energy than 1TS10/11, which is rate limiting for the aforementioned pathway. 1INT12 can lose H2
through a loose transition state to form the IrCH2(CH3)2+ + H2 products. This asymptote lies
0.13/0.48 eV higher in energy than 1INT12, but the reaction is still exothermic from the initial Ir+
+ 3 CH4 reactants by 2.15/3.53 eV. Thus, formation of IrCH2(CH3)2+ + 2 H2 is consistent with
spectroscopic identification of the ionic product as the [Ir,3C,8H]+ species.
RCPs starting from the doubly dehydrogenated Ir(CH2)2+ (1A1) and IrCH(CH3)+ (1Aʹ)
products to form IrCH2(CH3)2+ are also considered in Table 3 and Fig. 5 with structures shown in
Fig. 7. The Ir(CH2)2+ species reacts through initial complexation with CH4 to form Ir(CH2)2+(CH4),
1

INT13, which is 1.36/3.01 eV lower in energy than the initial Ir+ + 3 CH4 reactants. TS13/14

involves the transfer of a methane H atom to the Ir atom, is 0.56/0.39 eV higher in energy than
1

INT13, and forms 1INT14, HIr(CH2)2(CH3)+. This intermediate can then transfer the H from the

Ir atom to one carbene ligand over 1TS14 forming the IrCH2(CH3)2+ intermediate. Alternatively,
IrCH(CH3)+ reacts with methane to form IrCH(CH3)+(CH4), 1INT15, which is 0.04 eV higher in
energy than 1INT13 for B3LYP and lower by 0.67 eV for MP2. Transferring an H atom from the
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bound CH4 molecule forms HIrCH(CH3)2+, 1INT16, over the barrier of TS15/16, 0.61/0.63 eV
higher than 1INT15. Final formation of the IrCH2(CH3)2+ intermediate involves transfer of the IrH atom to the carbyne group over 1TS16, which has a barrier of 0.39 eV relative to 1INT16 for
B3LYP (MP2 shows a barrierless transition to IrCH2(CH3)2+). These pathways may also contribute
to the formation of the [Ir,3C,8H]+ species observed experimentally, but are higher in energy than
the HIrCH2(CH3)+ + CH4 pathway described above, as shown in Fig. 5.
On the triplet surface, shown in Fig. S8 with structures in Fig. S9, CH4 attaches to Ir(CH3)2+
(3B1), forming the Ir(CH3)2+(CH4) species, 3INT17. C-H bond activation through 3TS17/11 forms
HIr(CH3)3+_trans, 3INT11. This species is higher in energy than the triplet Ir(CH3)2+(CH4)
structure and lies well above its singlet analogue (1INT11a), by 1.43/2.23 eV. Despite this, the
triplet surface is energetically accessible from ground state Ir+ + 3 CH4. Thus, contributions to the
[Ir,3C,10H]+ experimental spectrum from the Ir(CH3)2+(CH4) triplet structure cannot be ruled out,
but are expected to be minor. Because of the higher relative energies associated with the triplet
surface, their reactions with a fourth CH4 molecule were not investigated further.

4.5. Spectrum and Structures of [Ir,4C,12H]+
The heaviest 4C species examined here corresponds to the [193Ir,4C,12H]+ molecular
formula, as measured by depletion of the m/z 253 channel. Formation of [Ir,4C,12H]+ involves two
dehydrogenations in the sequential reactions with four methane molecules. The 31 structures and
spin states in 13 structural motifs located are listed with their relative 0 K energies in Table S5
(select values in Table 4) and are shown in Fig. S10. The singlet spin multiplicity is lowest in
energy for all structures, except Ir(CH3)2+(C2H6) (no stable singlet geometry found) and
Ir(CH2)2+(CH4)2_trans (where the triplet is lower in energy for B3LYP). For all structures with
singlet multiplicities, both B3LYP and MP2 calculations have the same energetic order (excluding
the higher energy IrCH2(CH3)2+(CH4)CH2 structure). The Ir(CH3)4+ structure is the GS and has four
methyl groups bound in a tetrahedral arrangement around the Ir atom, Fig. 8a. The second lowest
energy structure (0.27/0.35 eV above the GS for B3LYP/MP2) is HIr(CH3)2(C2H5)+ and requires
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the formation of a C-C bond. The next lowest energy isomer, 0.53/0.40 eV above the GS, is the
HIr(CH3)(C2H4)+(CH4) species, with (H2)Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+ another 0.40/0.22 eV higher. In
addition, there are three structures in which methane binds to IrCH2(CH3)2+. In the
IrCH2(CH3)2+(CH4)Ir1 structure (1.11/1.00 eV), the methane ligand is bound to the open
coordination site on Ir with a H2C-Ir-CH4 angle of 126º, Fig. 8a. The alternative
IrCH2(CH3)2+(CH4)Ir2 structure (1.15/0.93 eV) again binds methane to Ir but the H2C-Ir-CH4 angle
is now 160º. The IrCH2(CH3)2+(CH4)CH2 structure, shown in Fig. S10, has the methane ligand in a
second coordination shell and has a relative energy greater than IrCH2(CH3)2+(CH4)Ir1 by 0.17/0.44
eV.
In Fig. 8a, the m/z 253 channel depletion spectrum is shown along with predicted spectra
for select [Ir,4C,12H]+ structures. Fig. S10 shows comparisons to all the isomers investigated in
the current work. Although there is a favorable comparison between peaks in the experimental
spectrum at 800, 1225, and 1375 cm-1 and those predicted for the Ir(CH3)4+ GS at 820, 1215, and
1360 cm-1, this symmetric species fails to reproduce peaks observed at 555, 740, 1030, 1165, and
1425 cm-1. Rather, the experimental spectrum appears more satisfactorily explained by considering
a combination of the spectra for the HIr(CH3)2(C2H5)+ and HIr(CH3)(C2H4)+(CH4) species, the
next two lowest energy isomers. The former species explains the intensity of the band at 1165 cm1

, which is assigned to motions of the ethyl group. The latter species explains the peaks at 555 and

1030 cm-1, which correspond to scissoring of the hydride and methyl groups and asymmetrical
ethene CH2 wagging motions, respectively. The next structure, (H2)Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+ is also
potentially consistent with the observed spectrum and cannot be eliminated on a spectroscopic
basis. Likewise, contributions from any of the three IrCH2(CH3)2+(CH4) species cannot be ruled
out. Although a definitive assignment of this spectrum is difficult, contributions from
HIr(CH3)2(C2H5)+ and HIr(CH3)(C2H4)+(CH4), which are coupled by C-H bond activation of the
methane ligand, seem clear, but additional contributions from the Ir(CH3)4+ GS and other lowlying structures are possible.
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4.6. Spectrum and Structures of [Ir,4C,10H]+
The spectra for depletion of m/z 249 and growth in the m/z 247 and 233 channels are all
similar and therefore assigned to the [191Ir,4C,10H]+ molecular formula. This comparison suggests
that the m/z 249 channel has two distinct dissociation pathways, H2 loss forming m/z 247 and CH4
loss forming m/z 233. Formation of [Ir,4C,10H]+ requires dehydrogenation of three of the four
reactant methane molecules. A total of 41 unique geometries and spin states with 15 structural
motifs for this species were examined. Their relative energies can be found in Table S6 (with select
values in Table 4) and Fig. S11 shows each structure adjacent to their respective predicted IR
spectrum. In all cases where a stable singlet structure was found, the singlet spin multiplicity was
lowest in energy. The six lowest energy structures found (all singlets) require formation of a C-C
bond, most in the form of ethene C2H4, once as C2H5, and once as C2H3, Table S6. The lowest
energy isomer found where no C-C coupling occurs is found at 1.11/0.63 eV above the GS.
Formation of the Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+_Cs GS requires activation of all four methane molecules and the
formation of a C–C bond. Here the ethene and two methyl ligands form a pyramidal structure
around Ir, giving it Cs symmetry, Fig. 8b. At higher energies, singlet (0.24/0.31 eV), triplet
(1.03/1.87 eV), and quintet (2.99/3.97 eV) spin states of C2v isomeric forms of Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+
are found in which the ethene ligand is perpendicular to the H3C-Ir-CH3 plane. Calculations for
the triplet and quintet Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+_Cs structures were found to converge to the
Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+_C2v species. The next lowest energy structure is the singlet HIrCH2(CH3)(C2H4)+
species (0.47/0.15 eV above the GS). The Ir(CH2)2(CH3)2+ singlet structure (1.11/0.63 eV above
the GS) is the lowest energy structure that does not require the formation of a C–C bond. Four
other singlet structures also do not require formation of a C–C bond: IrCH(CH3)3+, Ir(CH2)3+(CH4),
IrCH(CH2)(CH3)+(CH4), and Ir(CH)2+(CH4)2. These structures have relative energies ranging from
1.89 – 3.38 eV for B3LYP and 1.37 – 2.15 eV for MP2.
Fig. 8b compares the growth spectrum of m/z 233 with select vibrational spectra of various
[Ir,4C,10H]+ structures. This spectrum was chosen because CH4 loss from the [Ir,4C,10H]+ species
is the dominant dissociation pathway. Fig. S11 compares this experimental spectrum with all the
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theoretical spectra investigated for the [Ir,4C,10H]+ species. This experimental spectrum is best
reproduced by the Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+_Cs GS, which replicates all the key spectral features well. For
the Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+_Cs structure, there is a doublet of peaks at 1010 and 1035 cm-1, which
represents the symmetric and asymmetric ethene CH2 wagging vibrations, respectively, which are
blue shifted from the 943 and 949 cm-1 frequencies in free ethene, indicating ethene is partially
activated [37]. The calculated spectrum of the Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+_C2v species is very similar but
shows only a single vibration near 1015 cm-1, the asymmetric wag of the ethene H atoms. Because
of the similarity of the two isomeric forms of Ir(CH3)2+(C2H4), only the GS spectrum is shown in
Figure 8.
Fig. 8b also shows two additional low energy structures with a bound C2H4 group:
HIrCH2(CH3)(C2H4)+ and IrCH2(C2H4)+(CH4). These structures do a worse job of replicating the
experimental spectrum and can be readily eliminated. In particular, these higher-energy isomers
do not reproduce the band at 1015 cm-1 because their ethene wagging vibrations are closer to the
free ethene frequencies, pointing to a less strongly bound ethene. The Ir(CH3)(C2H3)+(CH4)
structure also has predicted peaks that are clearly absent in the experimental spectrum. The last
structure shown in Fig. 8b is Ir(CH2)2(CH3)2+, which has strong vibrational bands at around 875
and 1090 cm-1 that are absent from the experimental spectrum. Another spectrum of interest is that
for IrCH(CH2)(CH3)+(CH4) (2.77/2.29 eV above the GS), Fig. S11(l) of the Supporting
Information. Population of this species would readily lead to CH4 loss upon irradiation while also
accounting for the 1015 cm-1 band (Ir-CH2 and IrCH bends coupled symmetrically). Its spectrum
matches experiment reasonably, but the predicted relative intensities are a poor match and the band
predicted at 683 cm-1 is not experimentally observed. Furthermore, on an energetic basis, this
species seems unlikely as it lies 0.47 eV above the Ir+(5F) + 4 CH4 reactants at the B3LYP level,
although 1.70 eV below for MP2. Overall, we conclude that the Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+_Cs GS is the
source of the growth spectrum.
For structures containing intact ethene, it would be intuitive to expect its loss upon IR
excitation, resulting in growth in the m/z 221 channel; however, the distinct peak at 1015 cm-1 is
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not reproduced in the m/z 221 growth spectrum, indicating that this is not a dissociation channel.
This strongly suggests that some rearrangement must occur from the theoretically predicted GS,
resulting in the observed loss of either CH4 or H2, which will be discussed below.

4.7. Reaction Coordinate Pathways for the Reaction of Ir+ with 4 CH4
Formation of the assigned [Ir,4C,12H]+ and [Ir,4C,10H]+ products requires reaction with
four CH4 molecules. This process has been investigated through addition to both the singlet
HIr(CH3)3+_trans (1INT11a) and IrCH2(CH3)2+ (1INT12) species, identified as the [Ir,3C,10H]+
and [Ir,3C,8H]+ products above. Relative energies for these reaction pathways can be found in
Table 5 with the RCPs seen in Fig. 9 and structures shown in Fig. 10.
Complexation of CH4 at multiple sites of the IrCH2(CH3)2+ species leads to the
IrCH2(CH3)2+(CH4)Ir1 (1INT18a), IrCH2(CH3)2+(CH4)Ir2 (1INT18b), and IrCH2(CH3)2+(CH4)CH2
(1INT18c) structures. From 1INT18b, a CH bond of the methane adds across the Ir=CH2 double
bond in 1TS18b/19, which leads directly to formation of Ir(CH3)4+, 1INT19, 3.45/5.06 eV below
the Ir+ + 4 CH4 reactants. Alternatively, 1INT19 may be formed after rearrangement of 1INT11a
(HIr(CH3)3+_trans) into 1INT11b (HIr(CH3)3+_cis), through 1TS11 with a barrier of 0.28/0.09 eV
and a reverse barrier of -0.01/0.04 eV (0.01 eV before zero point corrections). (Note that the
spontaneous collapse of the cis isomer to trans predicted by B3LYP is consistent with observation
of the latter spectroscopically, see above.) After this rearrangement, complexation of CH4 to
1

INT11b forms the HIr(CH3)3+_cis(CH4) structure, 1INT23 (-3.53/-5.33 eV). 1INT23 can then

synchronously form a new H-H bond along with a new Ir-methyl bond through 1TS23/24, which
has a barrier of 1.80/1.32 eV. This forms 1INT24, (H2)Ir(CH3)4+, which can lose H2 through a loose
transition state to produce Ir(CH3)4+ (1INT19). This tetramethyl structure is the lowest energy
structure for both B3LYP and MP2, Table 4. On this basis, the experimental presence of Ir(CH3)4+
seems likely, even though other species are also clearly contributing.
Figs. 9 and 10 also show formation of the other structures in Fig. 8a as well as its
dehydrogenation product, Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+, the [Ir,4C,10H]+ product identified above. This
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process occurs from 1INT18c. Here, the methane CH bond adds across the Ir=CH2  bond such
that a new C–C bond is formed while transferring an H atom to the Ir center in 1TS18c/20. This
process forms HIr(CH3)2(C2H5)+, 1INT20. This intermediate can either lose H2 or CH4.
Dehydrogenation can occur through the 5-membered ring 1TS20/21, yielding (H2)Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+,
1

INT21. Removal of the H2 molecule forms Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+ + H2 products, which lie 0.23/0.45

eV above 1INT21. CH4 loss can occur through the transfer of a terminal ethyl H atom to the nearest
methyl group, 1TS20/22, forming the HIrCH3(C2H4)+(CH4) intermediate, 1INT22. Loss of CH4
from 1INT22 takes 0.40/0.78 eV. Note that the pathways in Figure 9 show that formation of all of
the five structures considered in Fig. 8a (along with 1INT18b and 1INT18c), as well as the
[Ir,4C,10H]+ GS, are energetically accessible with no barriers above the Ir+(5F) + 4 CH4 reactants.

4.8. Spectrum and Structures of [Ir,O,3C,12H]+.
The m/z 257 and 255 channels correspond to the [Ir,O,3C,12H]+ molecular formula, which
is the prominent [Ir,3C,10H]+ product noted above plus a water molecule. As discussed in detail
in the Supporting Information, this species can be identified as the HIr(CH3)3+ species with a water
ligand bound to the iridium. Interestingly, the spectrum, shown in Figure S12, is most consistent
with the cis isomer of this species, HIr(CH3)3+(H2O)Ir_cis. This orientation of the methyl groups
permits a stronger interaction of the water ligand with the Ir (an Ir-O bond distance of 2.36 Å
compared with 2.44 Å in the trans conformer) as well as less steric interactions with the methyl
groups. The observation of this species is consistent and strengthens the identification of the
[Ir,3C,10H]+ species as the trimethyl hydride iridium cation. Relative energies for the species
investigated can be found in Table S7.

5. Discussion of Experimental and Theoretical Results
The experimental results show that the sequential reaction of CH4 with atomic Ir+ leads to
a number of products. As previously documented [6-9,13], the initial reaction with a single
methane involves efficient dehydrogenation, leading to a dominant product of HIrCH+ (1A′), with
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minor amounts of IrCH2+ (3A2). Under the present experimental conditions where excess methane
is introduced, addition of a second methane leads to both single and double dehydrogenation
products in comparable amounts. These processes are indicated in Fig. 3, which suggests that the
dominant singlet species formed should be HIrCH2(CH3)+ (single dehydrogenation) and Ir(CH2)2+
(double dehydrogenation). Along the more minor and higher energy triplet pathway, the most
likely product is Ir(CH3)2+. Formation of this product parallels that observed in the reaction of Pt+
with methane, where the [Pt,2C,6H]+ product was spectroscopically identified as the dimethyl
species [27]. Note that the triplet Ir(CH3)2+ species will not readily dehydrogenate because this
spin state cannot support the multiple bonds to Ir that make this energetically favorable for the
singlet state.
Experimentally, addition of a third methane does not lead to further dehydrogenation and
the single and double dehydrogenation products continue to have similar intensities. The
associated RCPs are shown in Figure 5, which shows that the likely product formed by addition of
methane to HIrCH2(CH3)+ is HIr(CH3)3+_trans, consistent with the assignment of this species to
the spectrum observed for [Ir,3C,10H]+ (the depletion spectrum of the m/z 239 channel and the
growth spectrum of the m/z 223 channel). Growth of the m/z 219 channel was attributed to CH4
loss from [191Ir,3C,8H]+, and its spectrum can be attributed mainly to IrCH2(CH3)2+ with minor
contributions from Ir(CH2)2+(CH4) and HIrCH3(C2H4)+ unable to be ruled out. The former species
can be formed by reaction of the Ir(CH2)2+ species with CH4, as shown in Fig. 5, a pathway that
can also form the minor contributor, Ir(CH2)2+(CH4). IrCH2(CH3)2+ could also be plausibly
generated by dehydrogenation of the dominant HIr(CH3)3+ product, Fig. 5; however, the
observation that the ratio of single and double dehydrogenation remains relatively constant for the
2C and 3C products indicates that this dehydrogenation does not occur extensively. Formation of
the HIrCH3(C2H4)+ minor contributor can proceed by interaction with a fourth CH4 molecule along
the surface shown in Fig. 9 and subsequent loss of CH4. For the minor triplet species, reaction of
Ir(CH3)2+ with methane probably leads to the triplet Ir(CH3)2+(CH4) species as shown in Fig. S8.
As noted above, a small amount of this species cannot be ruled out spectroscopically.
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The reaction with a fourth CH4 molecule shifts the number of dehydrogenations such that
now double and triple dehydrogenations are observed, with loss of 3 H2 dominating by about a
factor of two. (As stated above, there is evidence for a minute amount of the single dehydrogenated
[193Ir,4C,14H]+ species, but its intensity is too small to interrogate in the current work.) These
results show that the addition of a fourth CH4 molecule to the 3C products readily leads to
dehydrogenation.
The [Ir,4C,12H]+ spectrum is poorly replicated when only considering the Ir(CH3)4+ GS.
As shown in Fig. 8a, a mixture of the HIr(CH3)2(C2H5)+ and HIr(CH3)(C2H4)+(CH4) isomers is
needed to reproduce the experimental results, although contributions from Ir(CH3)4+ and
IrCH2(CH3)2+(CH4) are also feasible (with the former seemingly likely given its low energy). Here,
the RCPs of Fig. 9 indicate that reaction of CH4 with the dominant HIr(CH3)3+ product can lead to
the Ir(CH3)4+ product via an appreciable barrier at TS23/24, which still lies well below the energy
of the reactants. Fig. 9 also shows IrCH2(CH3)2+(CH4), INT18, is easily formed by simple addition
of methane to the IrCH2(CH3)2+ product. This species can undergo further rearrangement over
TS18b/19 to form Ir(CH3)4+. Alternatively, the HIr(CH3)2(C2H5)+ product, 1INT20, nearly as stable
as the Ir(CH3)4+ product, can also be formed from INT18 by passing over TS18c/20. Further,
1

INT20 can rearrange over TS20/22 to yield HIr(CH3)(C2H4)+(CH4), 1INT22. Thus, energetically

reasonable pathways exist to form all four [Ir,4C,12H]+ isomers that are consistent with the
experimental spectrum.
Fig. 9 also shows that 1INT20 can dehydrogenate to yield Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+_Cs, the species
assigned as the likely [Ir,4C,10H]+ product on the basis of excellent agreement between the
experimental and theoretical spectra for this species. This dehydrogenation has a transition state
with a similar energy to that for CH4 loss forming HIrCH3(C2H4)+, which could be a minor
contributor to the [Ir,3C,8H]+ spectrum, as noted above.
We also considered the likely decomposition modes of the Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+_Cs structure.
Although loss of C2H4 seems like a plausible pathway, there is no overlap between the depletion
of the m/z 249 channel and growth in the m/z 221 channel that would suggest loss of C2H4. Instead,
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dissociation of Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+_Cs must involve rearrangement of the Ir-methyl groups such that
CH4 may be lost under IRMPD conditions. The various possible fragmentation pathways were
investigated with a potential energy surface shown in Fig. S13 and energies listed in Table S8.
These results indicate that loss of C2H4 is a higher energy process than dehydrogenation by
0.89/0.98 eV and CH4 loss pathways by 0.71/1.52 eV, consistent with the experimentally observed
pathways. A similar rearrangement and loss of CH4 was previously observed in the IRMPD study
of Pt(CH3)2+ [27].

6. Conclusion
The present results illustrate methane activation and dehydrogenation in the sequential
reactions of CH4 with gas-phase atomic Ir+. By comparing experimental spectra with theoretical
results, we are able to consider the structural composition and mechanistic pathways for the
formation of a number of the experimentally observed product channels. Assignment of the
[193Ir,3C,10H]+ and [191Ir,4C,10H]+ spectra, from depletion of the m/z 239 channel and growth in
the m/z 233 channels, are made with the most confidence and are attributed to the singlet
HIr(CH3)3+_trans (11a) and Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+_Cs species, respectively. Assignments of the
[191Ir,3C,8H]+ and [193Ir,4C,12H]+ spectra were more complicated but likely assignments are
IrCH2(CH3)2+ and a mixture of HIr(CH3)2(C2H5)+ and HIr(CH3)(C2H4)+(CH4), along with
Ir(CH3)4+ and (H2)Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+, respectively. Importantly, there is compelling evidence for
C-C bond formation in the sequential reaction with four CH4 molecules.

Supporting Information
Discussion of the growth and depletion spectra observed, along with the spectrum and structures
of the [Ir,O,3C,12H]+ species, is included. Table S1 provides possible identities of all mass peaks
observed and Table S2 provides the pathways between these. Tables S3 – S7 provide 0 K relative
energies at both B3LYP and MP2 levels for all spin states of [Ir,3C,10H]+, [Ir,3C,8H]+,
[Ir,4C,12H]+, [Ir,4C,10H]+, and [Ir,O,3C,12H]+, respectively. Table S8 provides 0 K relative
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energies at both B3LYP and MP2 levels for several decomposition pathways of Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+.
Figures S1 – S4 show depletion and growth spectra for all mass channels corresponding to
[Ir,2C,yH]+, [Ir,3C,yH]+, [Ir,4C,yH]+, and [Ir,O,3C,yH]+, respectively. Figures S5, S6, S10, S11,
and S12 show comparisons between experimental spectra for all spin states of all structures located
for [Ir,3C,10H]+, [Ir,3C,8H]+, [Ir,4C,12H]+, [Ir,4C,10H]+, and [Ir,O,3C,12H]+, respectively.
Figures S7 shows structures of the triplet species in Figures 3. Figure S8 shows the triplet pathways
for reaction of Ir(CH3)2+ + CH4 with structures shown in Figure S9. Figure S13 shows reaction
coordinate pathways for decomposition of Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+_Cs.
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Table 1. Relative energies (eV) calculated for [Ir,3C,10H]+ and [Ir,3C,8H]+ structures at 0 K.a
Molecular Formula:
[Ir,3C,10H]+

Spin =

1

3

5

B3LYPb

MP2(full)b

B3LYPb

MP2(full)b

B3LYPb

MP2(full)b

HIr(CH3)3+_trans

0.00

0.07

2.05

2.63

–

–

(H)2Ir(C2H4)+(CH4)

0.18

0.00

1.73

2.26

4.05

4.95

HIr(CH3)3+_cis

0.29

0.12

2.15

2.74

4.12

5.09

(H)2Ir(CHCH3)+(CH4)

0.41

0.45

2.31

2.98

4.47

5.58

HIrC2H5+(CH4)

0.49

0.22

1.72

2.72

3.64

4.92

HIrCH2(CH3)+(CH4)

0.91

0.75

2.56

3.09

4.35

5.48

–

–

1.43

2.30

–

–

HIrCH3(C2H4)+

0.00

0.00

0.99

1.75

–

–

HIrCH3(CHCH3)+

0.09

0.38

1.47

2.24

3.55

4.74

IrCH2(CH3)2+

0.36

0.35

1.52

2.30

3.81

4.85

HIrCH2(C2H5)+

0.58

0.61

2.15

3.05

3.81

5.18

Ir(CH2)2+(CH4)

1.16

0.88

2.29

3.28

4.13

5.51

Ir(CH3)2+(CH4)
[Ir,3C,8H]+

a

Geometries optimized at the B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD level of theory. The – symbol indicates failure to find a stable intermediate for the

designated structure and spin state. Values listed are for the lowest energy species found for a specific molecular formula. b B3LYP/def2TZVPPD and MP2(full)/def2-TZVPPD single point energies with zero-point energy corrections.
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Table 2. Reaction coordinate pathways (in eV) for the HIrCH+ + CH4 and IrCH2+ + CH4
reactions at 0 K.a
Spin =
1
3
b

Species

B3LYP

MP2(full)

HIrCH + CH4

-0.85

HIrCH+(CH4) (1)
TS1/2

b

b

B3LYP

MP2(full)

-2.46

0.16

-0.07

-1.75

-3.74

-0.48

-1.01

-0.94

-2.93

0.62

-0.15

-0.06

-2.02

0.40

-0.31

(H)2IrCH(CH3) (2)

-1.16

-2.93

-0.15

-0.40

TS2/3

-1.00

-2.98

0.16

-0.54

-1.12

-3.29

–

–

HIrCH2(CH3) (3)

-2.40

-3.46

-1.10

-1.46

TS3/4

-1.32

-1.92

-0.79

-1.34

TS3/6

-1.36

-2.62

–

–

-1.67

-1.98

-1.91

-2.11

-1.28

-3.42

–

–

IrCH(CH3) + H2

-0.66

-2.61

–

–

+
(H)2Ir(CH2)2

-1.60

-2.98

–

–

-1.08

-2.59

–

–

-1.24

-2.66

–

–

-0.94

-2.21

–

–

0.04

-0.22

-0.60

-0.24

–

–

-1.24

-1.13

+

TS1/3
+

TS2/5
+

+

Ir(CH3)2 (4)
+

(H2)IrCH(CH3) (5)
+

(6)

TS6/7
+

(H2)Ir(CH2)2 (7)
+

Ir(CH2)2 + H2
+

IrCH2 + CH4
+

IrCH2 (CH4) (8)

b

TS8/3
–
–
-0.62
-1.10
+
All energies shown relative to the Ir + 2 CH4 reactants including the energy of an H2 product
(not shown) and are zero-point energy corrected. b B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD and MP2(full)/def2TZVPPD single point energies from B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD geometry optimized structures.
a
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Table 3. Reaction coordinate pathways (in eV) for reaction of CH4 with HIrCH2(CH3)+, Ir(CH2)2+, IrCH(CH3)+, and Ir(CH3)2+ at 0 K.a
Spin =

1

B3LYPb

MP2(full)c

B3LYPb

MP2(full)c

HIrCH2(CH3)+ (3) + CH4

-2.40

-3.46

IrCH(CH3)+ + CH4 + H2

-0.66

-2.61

HIrCH2(CH3)+(CH4) (9)

-2.77

-4.28

IrCH(CH3)+(CH4) (15) + H2

-1.32

-3.68

TS9/10

-2.09

-4.12

TS15/16 + H2

-0.71

-3.05

TS9/11

-1.81

-3.64

HIrCH(CH3)2+ (16) + H2

-0.94

-2.77

(H)2IrCH2(CH3)2+ (10)

-2.11

-4.15

TS16 + H2

-0.55

-2.88

TS10/11

-1.82

-3.66

TS10/12

-1.69

-3.66

HIr(CH3)3+_trans (11a)

-3.68

-4.96

Species

TS11/12

-1.89

-3.70

(H2)IrCH2(CH3)2+(12)

-2.28

IrCH2(CH3)2+ + H2

Species

a

1

Spin =

3

B3LYPb

MP2(full)c

Ir(CH3)2+ + CH4

-1.91

-2.11

-4.01

Ir(CH3)2+(CH4) (17)

-2.25

-2.73

-2.15

-3.53

TS17/11

-1.51

-2.29

Ir(CH2)2+ + CH4 + H2

-0.94

-2.21

HIr(CH3)3+_trans (11)

-1.63

-2.40

Ir(CH2)2+(CH4) (13) + H2

-1.36

-3.01

TS13/14 + H2

-0.80

-2.62

HIr(CH2)2(CH3)+ (14) + H2

-0.91

-2.57

TS14 + H2

-0.46

-2.13

All energies shown are relative to Ir+ (5F) + 3 CH4 reactants and therefore include the energy of H2 product formed in the initial
dehydrogenation reaction between Ir+ and the first CH4 molecule. All energies include zero-point energy corrections. b B3LYP/def2TZVPPD single point energies. c MP2(full)/def2-TZVPPD single point energies from B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD geometry optimized
structures.
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Table 4. Relative energies (eV) calculated for [Ir,4C,12H]+ and [Ir,4C,10H]+ structures at 0 K.a
Molecular Formula
[Ir,4C,12H]+

Spin =

1

3

5

B3LYPb

MP2(full)b

B3LYPb

MP2(full)b

B3LYPb

MP2(full)b

Ir(CH3)4+

0.00

0.00

2.07

2.67

4.05

4.92

HIr(CH3)2(C2H5)+

0.27

0.35

2.36

3.03

4.35

5.45

HIr(CH3)(C2H4)+(CH4)

0.53

0.40

–

–

3.96

4.95

(H2)Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+

0.93

0.62

2.51

2.68

4.09

4.88

IrCH2(CH3)2+(CH4)Ir1

1.11

1.00

–

–

4.50

5.60

IrCH2(CH3)2+(CH4)Ir2

1.15

0.93

–

–

–

–

Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+_Cs

0.00

0.00

–

–

–

–

Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+_C2v

0.24

0.31

1.03

1.87

2.99

3.97

HIrCH2(CH3)(C2H4)+

0.47

0.15

1.90

2.61

4.18

5.24

IrCH2(C2H4)+(CH4)

0.53

0.18

1.92

2.72

3.33

4.63

IrCH2(CH3)(C2H5)+

0.64

0.69

1.77

2.64

3.97

5.02

IrCH3(C2H3)+(CH4)

1.01

0.72

1.57

2.93

3.32

5.07

Ir(CH2)2(CH3)2+

1.11

0.63

2.31

3.21

4.58

5.65

[Ir,4C,10H]+

a

Geometries optimized at the B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD level of theory. The – symbol indicates failure to find a stable intermediate for the

designated structure and spin state. Values listed are for the lowest energy species found for a specific molecular formula. b B3LYP/def2TZVPPD and MP2(full)/def2-TZVPPD single point energies with zero-point energy corrections.
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Table 5. Reaction coordinate pathways (in eV) for the singlet spin IrCH2(CH3)2+ + CH4 reaction at 0 K.a
B3LYPb

MP2(full)c

B3LYPb

MP2(full)c

IrCH2(CH3)2+ + CH4

-2.15

-3.53

HIr(CH3)3+_trans (11a) + CH4

-3.68

-4.96

IrCH2(CH3)2+(CH4)Ir1 (18a)

-2.34

-4.05

TS11 + CH4

-3.40

-4.87

TS18a/18b

-2.30

-4.09

HIr(CH3)3+_cis (11b) + CH4

-3.39

-4.91

IrCH2(CH3)2+(CH4)Ir2 (18b)

-2.30

-4.13

HIr(CH3)3+_cis(CH4) (23)

-3.53

-5.33

TS18b/19

-1.20

-3.38

TS23/24

-1.73

-4.01

Ir(CH3)4+ (19)

-3.45

-5.06

(H2)Ir(CH3)4+ (24)

-3.45

-5.06

IrCH2(CH3)2+(CH4)CH2 (18c)

-2.17

-3.62

TS18c/20

-1.06

-2.34

HIr(CH3)2(C2H5)+ (20)

-3.19

-4.70

TS13/14

-1.67

-3.84

(H2)Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+ (21)

-2.53

-4.44

Ir(CH3)2(C2H4)+_Cs + H2

-2.30

-3.99

TS20/22

-1.65

-3.87

HIr(CH3)(C2H4)+(CH4) (22)

-2.92

-4.66

HIr(CH3)(C2H4)+ + (CH4)

-2.52

-3.88

Species

Species

a

All energies shown relative to Ir+ (5F) + 4 CH4 reactants and include either H2 or 2 H2 energies and zero-point energy corrections.

b

B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD single point energies. c MP2(full)/def2-TZVPPD single point energies from B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD geometry

optimized structures.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. Mass scans of the Ir+ + x CH4 reaction system both with (red, offset by -0.5 amu) and
without (black) irradiation by FELIX at 1015 cm-1. The ticks on the bottom axis are labeled by
the maximum number of H atoms that can be found for the corresponding x CH4 system. Data
for m/z 191 – 211, 226 – 232, 240 – 247, and 254 – 259 have been multiplied by 30 and offset by
0.1 above the original data for both red and black.

Fig. 2. Scaled IRMPD m/z 239 depletion yield spectrum for [193Ir,3C,10H]+ (in shade, a) and m/z
219 growth yield spectrum for [191Ir,3C,8H]+ (in shade, b) with calculated singlet (unless
otherwise specified) B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD spectra for select isomers of interest. Relative
energies in eV are displayed at the B3LYP/MP2 levels including zero point energies. Optimized
structures are found to the right of the corresponding spectrum.

Fig. 3. Reaction coordinate pathways for the singlet (red) and triplet (blue) surfaces of the
HIrCH+ + CH4 and IrCH2+ + CH4 reactions are shown. Geometry optimizations and single point
energy calculations were performed at the B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD level of theory and include
zero-point energy corrections. Each step in color includes energy for the H2 product lost in the
initial dehydrogenation process, which is shown by thick dashed lines as taken from Ref. [13].
Formation of the singlet IrCH2+ and triplet HIrCH+ species have rate-limiting transition states
abbreviated LTS.

Fig. 4. B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD geometry optimized structures for the singlet reaction pathways
shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 5. Reaction coordinate pathways for the singlet HIrCH2(CH3)+ + CH4 (red) and
Ir(CH2)2+/IrCH(CH3)+ + CH4 (purple) surfaces are shown. Geometry optimizations performed at
the B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD level of theory and single point energies include the zero-point energy
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corrections from optimized structures. All energies are relative to the Ir+ (5F) + 3 CH4 reactants
and include the energy of the H2 product(s) formed in the initial dehydrogenation process(es).

Fig. 6. B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD geometry optimized structures for the singlet HIrCH2(CH3)+ +
CH4 reaction pathways shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 7. B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD geometry optimized structures for the singlet Ir(CH2)2+ + CH4 and
IrCH(CH2)+ + CH4 reaction pathways shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 8. Scaled IRMPD m/z 253 depletion yield spectrum for [193Ir,4C,12H]+ (in shade, a) and m/z
233 growth yield spectrum for [191Ir,4C,10H]+ (in shade, b) with calculated B3LYP/def2TZVPPD spectra for select isomers. Relative energies in eV are displayed at the B3LYP/MP2
levels including zero point energies. The corresponding structures are shown to the right of their
respective spectrum.

Fig. 9. Reaction coordinate pathways for IrCH2(CH3)2+ and HIr(CH3)3+_trans + CH4 with single
point energies from B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD geometry optimizations and zero-point energy
corrected.

Fig. 10. B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD geometry optimized structures for the singlet reaction pathways
shown in Figure 9.
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